**PUBLICATIONS**

Preprints from the CDMS collaboration can be obtained directly at [http://cdms.brown.edu](http://cdms.brown.edu). Copies of papers are also available at [http://gaitskell.brown.edu](http://gaitskell.brown.edu)

**REFEREED JOURNALS (INDICATED WITH *)**


R J Gaitskell, (v12.02) January 2004

NON–REFEREED JOURNALS


[33] S.W. Nam, et al. [CDMS Collaboration], Status and Results from the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS), ibid. pp. 217-220


R J Gaitskell, (v12.02) January 2004

**INVITED LECTURES**

MIT Colloquium, Theoretical Physics, “Whither WIMPs – The Search for Cold Dark Matter”, April 2003
“CDMS II – Cryogenic Dark Matter Search Experiment” - Conference on the Intersections of Nuclear and Particle Physics, New York, May 2003
“XENON – A Next Generation Dark Matter Search Experiment” European Physical Society, High Energy Physics Meeting, Aachen, Germany, June 2003
“CDMS II – Cryogenic Dark Matter Search Experiment” European Physical Society, High Energy Physics Meeting, Aachen, Germany, June 2003

**WORK IN PROGRESS**